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Books

Most recent book-length work is based on research into family history:

The Kingston Mystery.  2021.  Mixed genre (poetry, texts, graphics) spin-off of Flora Brewster''s Diary 
and family papers to find the answer to Martha Deed's family's connection to the Brewster family and 
their 1698 house, Woodside, in Kingston, MA.  The mystery was solved after an effort of ten years, 
including finding the diary and other Woodside material at the Kingston Public Library, and retrieving 
family papers that had been distributed or inherited by several sets of cousins, including by some 
cousins whose existence Deed had not even known when she started the project.  So, a genealogically-
based detective story.  Available from Martha Deed or Amazon.  $10

Flora Brewster's Notebook and Diary: 1879-1899.  2021. Original is held by Kingston Public Library. 
Martha Deed  found it in a box when she visited the library on a research trip.  Kingston Public Library 
Archivist, Susan Aprill, scanned the diary, and Deed has transcribed, annotated and indexed it. 

From Flora Brewster's biography and introduction to the Diary:

Flora Louisa Brewster (1849-1939) was a direct descendant of Elder William Brewster (1560-
1644) who was the senior religious elder of the Mayflower passengers and colonists.  Elder
Brewster was Flora’s 4th great grandfather.  Her notebook and diary give us a view of her life
and of her times, her religious and cultural interests and travels. Her notebook provides a close-
up view of women often raising children alone while trying to support themselves and their
families in the mid- and late-nineteenth century.

Available from Martha Deed and from Amazon. $25

Mary Brewster Long's Diary: 1867-1872.  2020.  Original of the diary is held by the Beinecke Library 
at Yale.  This is an annotated transcript and index of the diary without use of the images of the original 
pages.  Available from Martha Deed in .pdf form by request and also donated to the Kingston (MA) 
Public Library's Local History Room.  Free file.

Chasing Whitman. 2019.  Huntington (Long Island, NY) Historical Society.  Catalog of Walt 
Whitman's 200th birthday exhibit which includes many Deed family papers.  Non-fiction.  Tells the 
story of Deed's great grandfathers' publication and editing of The Long-Islander, from 1853-1927.  2d 
great grandfather was a contemporary of Walt Whitman and knew him well.  He took over the paper 
fifteen years after Walt Whitman started it.  Deed's great grandfather took over the paper in 1881 and 
ran it until his death in 1927.  He also was acquainted with Walt Whitman.  The book lays out the 
relationships between Whitman and these grandfathers and Whitman's influence carried down through 
the family by their granddaughter, Deed's maternal grandmother.  Available from Martha Deed.  $10

Under the Rock.  2019.  FootHills Publishing.  Poetry based upon family history.  Theme is breaking 
myths.  Available from Martha Deed or from FootHills.  $15
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Birth: Where Culture and Medicine Meet.  2017.  Re-issued November 2021 with more legible 
graphics.  Story of performing childbirth research using interviews to investigate childbirth methods in 
France in the 1970s.  Many of the women were patients of Dr. Pierre Vellay, proponent of “natural” 
childbirth. This short booklet tells the story of how this research happened and includes Deed's final 
report to Dr. Vellay.  Available from Martha Deed.  $12

Culture Shock: Pregnancy, Childbirth, and Early Parenthood At Home and  Abroad in the 1970s.  2017.
This is a full-length book of women's stories gathered from the childbirth research and is intended for a
general audience.  (Professional papers published elsewhere.)

The Vellay childbirth research was Martha Deed's first patient safety project.

Taken together, Birth and Culture Shock provide the original documents related to the Vellay childbirth 
research including notes of Deed's meeting with him, the interview protocol and Deed's report to him at
the conclusion of the project.  These materials are not available elsewhere.  This research was 
previously reported at an American Psychological Association Convention in the 1970s and also in a 
professional journal.  Available from Martha Deed.  $20 or $30 for both books. 

Climate Change.  2014.  FootHills Publishing. Poetry.  Available from Martha Deed or FootHills.  $16

The Last Collaboration. Martha Deed with Millie Niss. 2012.  Originally published online by 
Furtherfield (UK) and then in the United States in print version.  Subtitled: A weird and not very funny 
story about a death in a glitzy glassy hospital that just completed a $64 million modernization program. 
Analysis of medical miscommunications and errors based on Millie's notes and emails along with 
official medical records and Martha's logs.  Because Millie was on a ventilator, all of her 
communication with staff and family was in writing.  Her notes could be synced with the medical 
records to examine miscommunications.  She sent her notebooks home as she filled each one and asked
that she make a fatality review if she didn't survive.  This book has been used to train medical residents 
and professional patient advocates. Multi media with notes, transcripts, images, and poems that thread 
the pieces together.  Available from Martha Deed. $18

City Bird: Selected Poems (1991-2009) by Millie Niss, Edited by Martha Deed. 2010.   BlazeVox.  
Posthumous collection of poetry by editor's daughter.   BlazeVox had solicited the collection from 
Millie a year or two before she died.  Available from Martha Deed or BlazeVox.  $15

Intersections: A Journey of the Unexpected.  2006:  Museum of the Essential (Brazil).  A poetry journey
interrupted by a medical crisis. Online mixed media.  Free
https://archive.the-next.eliterature.org/museum-of-the-essential/museu/library_pdf/martha_deed.htm

Chapbooks/Booklets

Paint the Sky with Red and Yellow Strokes.  Forthcoming Summer 2022.  Origami Poems Project.  
Free online at https://www.origamipoems.com/

We Should Have Seen This Coming. 2017.  Locofo Chaps. Poetry series drawn from experiences 
driving through the South and Southwest in 2008 in the lead-up to the 2008 Presidential Election.  
Deed and her husband, David Suckow drove a car with NYS plates and were shot at in Kentucky, 
denied dining service in Texas, and thus were not surprised when Trump won in 2016.  Available from 
Martha Deed.  $10
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The Water Bill. 2014.  Benevolent Bird Press.  A tiny booklet of a single poem.  Available from Martha 
Deed.  $1

November 2010 Project. chapbookpublisher.com. 2011.  Daily journal for the month of November 
2010 along with 29 other poets and writers. Deed section consists of 30 300-word mixed texts of poetry
and prose.  Available from Martha Deed. $10

Heat. 2010.  chapbookpublisher.com.  Flash fiction based on President George W. Bush's Iraq policies.
Available from Martha Deed.  $1

500 Favorite Words.  2010.  chapbookpublisher.com.  Just that.  A list. Part of a series by Dan Waber.
Available from Martha Deed.  $1

this is visual poetry. 2010. chapbookpublisher.com.  Biography through identification papers.  Full 
color graphics without text.  Available from Martha Deed.  $10

The Lost Shoe. 2010.  Naissance chapbooks.  Poems that tell the story of a murder trial that was too 
dangerous to write about in non-fiction after the confessed murderer was acquitted.  Available from 
Martha Deed.  $10

65 X 65. 2006. small chapbook project.  A series of 65 65-word poems with linked words in the form of
a giant puzzle poem.  A twisted autobiography on the occasion of my 65th birthday.  Available from 
Martha Deed.  $5

#9.  2003.  {PO25¢EM} Furniture Press.  Quarter-size booklet of tiny poems.  Available from Martha 
Deed. $2

Millie Niss Chapbooks

this is visual poetry. 2010. chapbookpublisher.com.  Millie Niss's poetry graphics, curated by Martha 
Deed.  Full color graphics without text.  Available from Martha Deed.  $10 

#12.  2003. {PO25¢EM} Furniture Press.  Quarter-size booklet of tiny poems.  Available from Martha 
Deed. $2


